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1. PHONETIC EXPLANATION IN PHONOLOGY

In his 1954 paper "On the choice of criteria in structural linguistics", Bazell pointed out a fundamental flaw in structuralist method, a method he described as accounting for the predictable, irrelevant, and redundant, by deriving it from the unpredictable, functional, and distinctive. Since most phonological analysis is still based on this method, Bazell's remarks are as relevant as ever.

In Japanese, [φ] occurs only before [u], while [h] occurs only elsewhere. We explain this by deriving [φ] from /h/ before /u/. Similarly, in English, [ŋ] occurs only non-initially, while [h] occurs only elsewhere. Yet we do not derive [ŋ] from /h/. The reason, Bazell says, is not that [h] and [ŋ] are not "phonetically similar" enough. Rather it is that while there is a motivation — a phonetic cause — for [h] to be pronounced as [φ] before [u], there is no motivation for [h] to be pronounced as [ŋ] finally. A phonological analysis, Bazell argues, must not only make the features and distributions of sounds mutually predictable: it must make them mutually understandable.

If phonetically motivated substitution explains why a phoneme is pronounced distinctly in different contexts, we still may ask why these distinct pronunciations are perceived as identical by speakers of the language. Sapir proposed an explanation of such perceptions:

In watching my Nootka interpreter write his language, I often had the curious feeling that he was transcribing an ideal flow of phonetic elements which he heard, inadequately from a purely objective standpoint, as the intention of the actual rumbled of speech. (1921:56)

For example, this interpreter wrote Nootka [hs] and [ho] as hi and hu (Sapir 1933). Consonants like [h] "favor an a-timbre and cause the [intended] following vowels i and u to drop to [actual] e and o respectively" (54). If a Nootka speaker mechanically pronounces /hu/ as [ho], he would naturally hear [ho] in his speech and the speech of others as a pronunciation of /hu/. Or if the Japanese speaker, as in Bazell's example, pronounces /hu/ as [φu], he would hear [φu] in the speech of others as /hu/. Thus phonological perception can be understood in terms of phonological production, if phonological production is, in turn, understood in terms of substitutions with synchronic phonetic motivation.
To invoke phonetic motivation is to invoke universal limitations of the innate speech capacity. These processes were part of the traditional subject matter of phonetic science. The handbooks of Sievers (1901), or Grammont (1933), for example, were devoted not merely to the sounds of speech, but to their combinations and substitutions. The substance of such handbooks was the explanatory foundation not only of early historical phonology but also of the earliest synchronic phonology, e.g. Kruszewski (1881), or Baudouin de Courtenay (1865), who described the divergent realizations of phonemes as due to "our phonetic habits and the universal conditions determining the production of phonetic sequences" (159), "living anthropophonic causes operating in the synchronous state of a language" (161), which "arise and are maintained independently of tradition" (162).

2. EXPLANATION AND EVIDENCE

Phonetically motivated principles are not of the language itself, but of the speaker. Therefore they govern not only the speaker's production and perception of utterances in his language, but of any utterances — novel, foreign, invented, even garbled. Therefore the domain that such principles govern must be wider than the sound patterns a language learner (or a linguist) actually observes. And the domain of evidence is likewise wider.

For example, if we explain Japanese [ɸ] as an assimilation of intended /h/ to /u/, we are invoking a universal process which, in an individual who has not overcome it, should change /h/ before /u/ to [ɸ] not only in Japanese words but in foreign words as well. And indeed the Japanese speaker pronounces English [buk] look as [bukku]. The same individual should also perceive [ɸ] before /u/ as /h/ not only in Japanese but also in foreign words. And he does, as his spelling /huurusukyappu/ for [fulkæp] foolekap suggests.

An English speaker asked to say [tʰʌt] lot backwards says [tʰʌt], because [tʰ] and [t] are initial and final allophones of English /t/. So if English [h] and [ŋ] were initial and final allophones of a single phoneme, a word like hang [hæŋ], said backwards, ought to stay [hæŋ]. It does not, for there is no sound whose phonetically motivated pronunciations are [h] initially and [ŋ] finally.

In fact English speakers find hang impossible to say backwards without substituting completely different phonemes, e.g. /m/ for initial /ŋ/ and null for final /h/. These strong constraints could not be guessed from their non-occurrence in the language. For [ay] never occurs before palatals in the language, and yet no English speaker finds it hard to say e.g. shy backwards as [ayʃ]. To understand the difference we have to look beyond English. Though some languages with /ŋ/ have it initially (e.g. Welsh) most do not, and though some with /h/ have it finally (e.g. Ojibwa), most do not. This reflects universal phonetic constraints. I have been told that speakers of French, with no /ŋ/ or /h/ at all, find final [ŋ] easier to pronounce than initial, and initial
[h] easier than final. It is also true that languages rarely have /y/ before palatals, and indeed [y] was deleted before palatals in the antecedent of English /ay/ (as in OE [dís] 'ditch', ME *[dryθ], NE [dɪθ] for expected *[dayθ], cf. Stampe, 1972). But [ay] seems to be pronounceable before palatals if /iy/ or /ey/ are pronounceable, as in leash, age, whose glides arose after the ME deletion of [y] before palatals. As Sapir said of a similar example, "its articulation and perception have been mastered by implication" (1925 : 45).

The differences between saying tol, hang, shy backwards could not be discovered — either by the linguist, or by the learner — merely by observation of what forms occur in the language. They could not be explained by history or by habit. They show clearly that the phonology of a language resides in a system of universal phonetic principles.

3. STRUCTURAL AND GENERATIVE PHONOLOGY

But during the twentieth century, the rich fabric of explanation and evidence traditional phonology had woven of causality, intention, and consciousness was dismissed as a tissue of unscientific reasoning. The structuralists set out to reconstruct phonology in "objective" terms, based on the view that the significance of phonemes is solely in their difference from other phonemes.

Ce que importe dans le mot, ce n'est pas le son lui-même, mais les différences phoniques qui permettent de distinguer ce mot de tous les autres, car ce sont elles qui portent la signification. (Saussure, 1916:13)

The phoneme was re-defined as the sum of distinctive features of a speech sound, or as a class of sounds in variation or complementary distribution. Variants and complementary features, on this view, were irrelevant. Thus which variants occur where, and why, were equally irrelevant. And so phonology was separated from phonetics, and from any explanation of why there should be phonology at all.

If intention and perception were inadmissible in explanations, they were equally inadmissible in evidence. Evidence such as Sapir cited in his 1925 and 1933 papers was dismissed as superfluous (Twaddell, 1935). Explicitness replaced evidence as a criterion of adequacy. In becoming empiricist, phonology had become virtually non-empirical.

This is most evident in the matter of the archiphoneme. Twaddell (1935) was the first to note that, under the new definition of the phoneme, the [p] of pin, which contrasts with the [b] of bin, is not the same phoneme as the [p] of spin, since it does not contrast with a *sbin. This result, which, as Swadesh (1935) pointed out, outlandishly proliferates the inventory of phonemes, might normally have been considered a reductio ad absurdum of the structuralist definition of the phoneme. Yet the archiphonemic conception persista
(cf. Firth, 1935; Trubetzkoy, 1939; Halle, 1954, 1959; Chomsky & Halle, 1968), though no empirical evidence was ever cited for it. Those who rejected it cited none either, but simply ignored Twaddell’s argument. They continued to accept the definition of phonemes in terms of their differences, invoking ad hoc criteria of complementary distribution and phonetic similarity to achieve the desired analyses.

In 1964, Chomsky showed, however, that these criteria do not result in the desired analyses, and that the definition of the phoneme in terms of contrast, opposition, etc. is unsatisfactory. He did not attempt, as Bazell had, to determine why it is unsatisfactory, because he concluded, on largely formal grounds (sec. 5), that phonemic representation, as opposed to morphophonemic representation, is not “linguistically significant.”

Chomsky’s views have been widely accepted, because they pointed out real limitations of empiricist linguistics. But although he defended traditional mentalistic conceptions of language, Chomsky ignored their empirical content. He cited Sapir’s psychological reality paper, not for its perceptual conception of phonemes, but simply to note that Sapir had cited both examples of phonetic and phonemic alternations in his paper, without distinguishing between them. He seems unaware of the traditional argument, which Sapir himself accepted, that these differ in perceptibility. For example, contrasting the variation of [t] with [d] before words beginning in a vowel in Upper Chinook and in Sanskrit, Sapir (1925:38) had said:

In Upper Chinook... the two forms of the final consonant are undoubtedly felt to be the “same” sound [because] the Upper Chinook d exists only as a mechanical variant of t; hence, this alternation is not the same psychologically as the Sanskrit sandhi variation -t: -d.

In Sanskrit, unlike Upper Chinook, [t] is a separate phoneme from [d].

Nor did Chomsky attend to Sapir’s separation of such “mechanical” (phonological) processes from morphological processes, as in Language (1921: ch. 8), where Sapir traced the evolution of palatal umlaut in Germanic from a phonological to a morphological process. For Chomsky, virtually any alternation of sounds could be treated as phonological. Thus whereas traditionally such alternations as [k] and [s] in opaque/opacity or [d] and [s] in decide/decisive were treated as morphological, Chomsky proposed to treat them like the alternations of [t] with [r] in delight/delighted or [d] with [r] in decide/decided.

4. PHONOLOGICAL AND NON-PHONOLOGICAL ALTERNATIONS

English speakers intend /k/ when they say [c] before /i/, as in key. Do they, as Chomsky claimed, also intend /k/ when they say [s] in opacity, or /d/ when they say [s] in decisive? Let us look at some evidence from speech production, and then speech perception.
Chomsky and Halle (1968:342f) argued that the children's "secret language" Pig Latin is based on a simple cipher rule which, interacting with the ordinary phonology of the language, fully accounts for the bewildering details of utterances in this language, without ad hoc adjustments. There is another secret language, Ob, based on a cipher rule which its speakers describe as inserting /ab/ before every vowel, so that e.g. Chomsky and Halle is pronounced [chomsk- 
ab kabi aband habelabj]. In Ob, key is [kabi], not [cabi], and this is explained by the theory that English speakers intend /ki/ when they say [ci]. But in Ob, opacity is not [abopabakabiti] but [abopabasabitabi] and decisive is not [dabisabaydabiv] but [dabisabaysabiv].

It is clear from their discussion of Pig Latin that Chomsky and Halle would say that the Ob rule must be ordered before the rule making /k/ into [c], but after the rules making /k/ and /d/ into [s]. Ob speakers, however, have a better explanation. If asked why they pronounce opacity as [abopabasabitabi], not [abopabakabiti], they say, because it has an /s/, of course, not a /k/. And similarly for decisive. Yet they pronounce delighted and decided, both ordinarily [—ayrid] in N. America, as [dabisabaydabid] versus [dabisabaydabid] because, they say, delighted has a /t/ but decided has a /d/. Such intuitions are not explained by ordering.

The traditional explanation (cf. Baudouin, 1895:159) would be that the alternations in opaque/opacity and decide/decisive are morphological, whereas the alternations in delight/delighted and decide/decided are phonological. Speakers find opa[k]ity and deci[d]ive easy to pronounce, even though neither occurs, but deligh[t]ed and deci[d]ed relatively difficult to pronounce, even though both actually occur as hyperarticulate variants of the usual flapped pronunciations. I see no reason to doubt the traditional explanation.

This is not to deny that alternations in opacity and decisive are fully productive, but only that they are based on phonological principles. Anything that blocks a phonological process exposes its input. But nothing — secret languages, tongue slips, not even talking backwards — exposes a /-k/- in opacity, or a /-d/- in decisive.

And the evidence of perception seconds this conclusion. Thus, delighted and decided rhyme, but rhymes with such a morphophonemic mismatch are normally not used. The same is true of hands and plans, which rhyme as /-anz/, or tests and mess, which usually rhyme as /-es/, and so forth. But rhymes like opacity and veracity, decisive and incisive, etc., are never balked at, even though there is no /k/ in veracity or its alternants, and no /-d/- in incisive (cf. incise with /z/). The simplest explanation, of course, is that there is no /-k/- in opacity either, and no /-d/- in decisive.

like [kριστ-ŋ], [ĸεστ-ŋ], [səft-ŋ] in generative phonology. The Ob rule should block the effect of the suffix on the /ŋ/, so we might expect [krubstəbnu] for christen. But what we get is [krubstəbnu] for christen, [kwɛbəstəbnu] for chesten, [səbəstəbnu] for soften, with no trace of the /ŋ/. Again, though the rule is quite productive in derived verbs, e.g. swiften, it lacks synchronic phonetic motivation, as is revealed by non-verbs like [pɪstən] piston, [ɒftən] often (in one dialect), [bəstən] Boston, [æftən] Afton, etc. And, of course, [kρıtn] and [pʌstən], or [səftən] and [ɒftən], are not rhymes.

To treat this morphological alternation as if it were phonological only requires us to complicate our explanation of why it does not act phonologically. If it were phonological, we might expect /t/ to delete where it secondarily comes before /ŋ/, as in liftin’,[lɪfn] or in kissed an uncle,[kɪstən k]. But it does not. And we would expect /t/ to be deleted in soften only if the /ŋ/ abuts it, and not if, as often happens, they are separated by [i]. Yet it deletes regardless.

If we treat the deletion as morphological, then these facts would follow from the traditional view that all morphological rules precede all phonological processes (Stampe, 1973).

Contrast a genuine phonological process, the flapping of /t/ as in delighted. Flapping does not apply after a homorganic sound, and so it applies in melted only if the /l/ is vocalized, e.g. [mɛlɪd], and in painted only if the /n/ is elided, e.g. [pɛɪd]. Flapping does not apply unless the /t/ is released, and it is never released before homorganic consonants, as in witness. Thus in whitten or hitten, in northern U.S. dialects where the final syllable is a syllabic /n/, it is never released and therefore never flapped, e.g. [wɛtən], [bɛtən]. But in southern dialects where the final syllable is /tn/, it is released and flapped, e.g. [hwɛtən], [bɛtəm]. And in words like molten or paintin’, flapping will occur only if the union of all these conditions is met, as in southern [mɔ̃tən], [pɛ̃tən]. It is completely consistent.

Traditionally, morphological alternations involve phonemes, not features, and, as Baudouin (1895) said, "The degree of phonetic similarity of the alternating phonemes is in such cases completely immaterial." They may involve "leaps which from an anthropophonic point of view are totally incomprehensible" (181). For example, although /d/ in decide alternates with /s/ in decisive, /t/ does not alternate with /s/ in combat/combative, construct/constructive, etc., though the [t] is closer to [s] than [d] is. Or, again, although /k/ in opaque alternates with /s/ in opacity, /g/ in regal alternates with /ʃ/ in regicide. If this "velar softening" were phonological, one might expect /k/ to alternate with /ʃ/, or /g/ with /s/, in parallel, since /t/ and /s/ are both admissible in English. To explain why /k/ in lucky or /g/ in doggy do not soften, Chomsky and Halle created an exceptional lexical class. They treated softening as conditioned by a following /ʃ/, but the pronunciation of the vowel is immaterial: softening occurs before [i] (in opacity) and before [ay] (in fungus/fungi). To explain
this, they resorted to a synchronic rule mimicking the Great Vowel Shift. For each problem solved “phonologically”, several worse ones spring forth.

This has obscured Chomsky’s and Halle’s real contributions to the theory of phonology proper: the revival of the process model, its application to phonetic as well as phonemic alternations, and its formulation in terms of phonetic features. Baudouin shied away from processes, for fear of obscuring the fact that he was speaking of synchrony (cf. Baudouin, 1965:154 - 161). Even Sapir rarely spoke of allophonic alternations in terms of processes. And Jakobson’s features were intended to serve only phonemic taxonomies, not phonetic variation. Once the non-phonological is eliminated, phonological processes are an indispensable construct not only in the description of particular languages but in an understanding of the dynamic phonetic principles that underlie all phonology. But without such an understanding, the process model is just an empty formalism.

5. LAUT, PHONEMA, MORPHONEMA

Chomsky’s process model, unlike Sapir’s, assumed that processes are applied in linear order, as in Bloomfield’s Menominee morphophonemics (1939). In Chomsky’s conception, a “level of representation” must correspond to some “point in the operation of the phonological component” (1964:74f). The phonemic level does not conform to this model, as Halle (1959) discovered in Russian, where a process voicing obstruents before voiced obstruents governs phonemic alternations, e.g. /k/ with /g/, and also phonetic ones, e.g. /t/ with /d/), which is not a phoneme in Russian. Incorporating a phonemic level in Chomsky’s model would require the voicing process to be broken into two parts. Halle took this not as refuting Chomsky, but as refuting the phoneme. And not surprisingly, so did Chomsky.

But as Manaster-Ramer pointed out at this conference, Ulaszyn, in his 1931 paper “Laut, phonema, morphonema”, cited a nearly identical example as evidence for the phoneme. In Polish, a single process of final consonant devoices governing a phonemic alternation in the case of obstruents and an allophonic one in the case of sonorants. Ulaszyn cited a substantive argument: the alternations (not the process) are psychologically distinct, because they are perceptible to native speakers in obstruents but not in sonorants.

In fact, Baudouin made the same argument in 1925, distinguishing between alternations of a “psychologically homogeneous phoneme”, e.g. the voiced and voiceless alternants of /r/ in Polish Pietra/Piòtr, and alternations in which there is a “split (bifurcation) of the psychological unity”, e.g. the alternation of /b/ and /p/ in Polish ha/leb, or /t/ and /d/ in Russian svat’/svad’ba. The former normally “cannot be perceived”, the latter can (174f).

And Twaddell (1938), discussing Old High German palatal umlaut, observed
that scribes wrote the unlauteled sounds distinctly only if these diver-
phonemically from the basic sounds. They wrote unlauteled short /a/ as e beca-
it coincided with /e/. But they did not write unlauteled /u/ as ü, because th-
was no /ü/ phoneme until later, when the phonetic conditions for unlaute w
obliterated — at which time the scribes did write unlauteled /u/ as ü. The
scribes' orthographies at each period were phonemic, not morphophonem-

These interpretations rest on the traditional view of the phoneme's role
in perception. In the words of Sapir's student Swadesh:

The phonemes of a language are, in a sense, percepts to the native speak-
of the given language, who ordinarily hear speech entirely in terms of the
percepts. (1934 : 117)

A similar view could be inferred from structuralists' statements that a phonem-
representation distinguishes only utterances which to the native speaker sound
distinct (e.g. Hockett, 1955 : 144ff).

This view, and the evidence it was based on, was not addressed in Chomsky's
critique of the phoneme. His conclusion that phonemic representation is not
a significant level of representation is based entirely on his view that such
a level must correspond to the input of one process in a linear sequence of
processes. Obviously this view was not shared by Baudouin, Ulaszyn, or
Twaddell, whose evidence shows that phonemic and phonetic alternations are
distinguished perceptually although they are due to one and the same process.

In fact, in any model of phonology, if the phoneme inventory is given
as Chomsky and Halle assume, then the phonemic representation of an
utterance is uniquely determinable by a simple procedure:

The phonemic representation of any utterance is that which results from
applying to its phonetic representation, in reverse, the minimal number of
substitutions necessary to obtain a representation entirely in terms of
phonemes.

We can demonstrate this procedure on examples more challenging than
those cited above, namely two forms, waiting and fainting, whose phonemic
representations not only do not arise at the same "point" in their phonological
derivations, but in fact do not arise at any point. This will be the case whenever
an allophonic substitution feeds a phonemic substitution (Stampc, 1973
Donegan & Stampe, 1979).

The flapping process changes the alveolar stops [t], [d], and [n] in waiting
wading, and feigning to [t], [r], and [ʔ], respectively. The voiceless flap (heard in
hothouse) is usually voiced before voiced segments, merging waiting with
wading. Then, in fainting, the vocalism is affected by regressive nasalization
of tautosyllabic sonorants, while the nasal consonant is elided before a tautos-
syllabic homorganic consonant. This allows flapping, and then voicing, to
apply to the \( t \). The resultant flap, a posttonic sonorant following a nasal (the nasalized \( ñ \)), is progressively nasalized, merging fainting with feigning.

The derivations, in linear ordering, are:

Basic Forms:  
- Nasalization (Regr.) \( [\text{wey-t-}ñ] \) \( i \)  
- Nasal Elision \( \bar{0} \)  
- Flapping \( \bar{f} \)  
- Voicing \( \bar{r} \)  
- Nasalization (Progr.) \( [\text{wey-}ñ] \) \( \bar{ñ} \)

Phonetic Forms:  
- [wey-riñ]  
- [wey-riñ]  
- [fey-riñ]  
- [fey-riñ]

The representation entirely in phonemes which requires reversal of fewest substitutions is, for [wey-riñ] (whether waiting or wading), /wey-riñ/. For [fey-riñ] (whether fainting or feigning), it is /fey-riñ/. There is no difficulty determining these representations, even though there is no \( d \) or \( n \) in the pronunciations or even in the derivations of waiting or fainting.

And they are the phonemic representations. As my nine-year-old daughter put it, “waiting is pronounced like wading, with a \( d \), and fainting is pronounced like feigning, with an \( n \).” They are actually pronounced with \( r \) and \( \bar{r} \), of course. But they are perceived as being pronounced with \( d \) and \( n \), because \( r \) and \( \bar{r} \), in these words, correspond phonemically to \( d \) and \( n \).

We intend to pronounce waiting with \( t \) and wading with \( d \), as is apparent in Ob: [wæbeytabin] vs. [wæbeydabin]. Likewise we intend \( nt \) in fainting and \( n \) in feigning: [fa'beytabin] vs. [fa'beydabin]. And we are aware of this lexical intention. To quote my daughter again, “waiting only rhymes with jumping because you pronounce it like wading”. Poets rarely use a rhyme like waiting and jumping. It is a perfectly good rhyme, but a rhyme like jumping and wading, which rhymes morphophonemically as well as phonemically, is preferable.

This brings us to a revealing asymmetry. We say that waiting is pronounced like wading, but we would not say that wading is pronounced like waiting. Yet both are pronounced alike with \( r \), which matches neither \( t \) nor \( d \). This asymmetry can be understood by recognizing that the \( r \)'s are not perceived as such, but phonemically, as \( d \)'s. Since \( d \) is a match for the \( d \) of wading, not the \( t \) of waiting, only the latter is perceived as having its intended pronunciation altered.

To sum up the evidence, perception is not in phonemic terms but, as Swadesh put it, entirely in terms of phonemes. This is why wait and skate rhyme perfectly, regardless of whether one is pronounced in \( t \) and the other in \( t^t \) or \( g \) or \( ? \): all these are perceived as \( t \). And apparently the perception of pronunciation, per se, and thus of homophony, punning, and rhyme, is phon-
emic. This is why waiting and fading, pressed and press, hands and plans, etc., rhyme, if pronounced as phonemically identical, despite their morphophonemic differences. And it is why waiting and skating do not rhyme, despite their morphophonemic similarities, if one is pronounced with [ɾ], phonemic /ɾ/, and the other with [tʃ] or [tʃ], phonemic /tʃ/.

But the perception of lexical identity is morphophonemic, because lexical representations are morphophonemic. This is not in conflict with Swadesh's principle that perception is entirely in terms of phonemes, because the phonemic representation of an utterance is not necessarily the only representation in terms of phonemes from which the pronunciation of the utterance can be derived. It is simply that representation which is separated from the pronunciation by the fewest substitutions. It is sometimes forgotten, because of the tendency of phonemic descriptions to be normalized to careful pronunciations (cf. Swadesh, 1934; Hockett, 1955, etc.), that a given word may have as many phonemic representations as it has phonemically distinct pronunciations. Unless all the variants and “automatic” alternants of a form have the same phonemic representation, the form in its lexical representation must be represented morphophonemically, or its variants and alternants will not all be derivable from that representation. Thus, although water is pronounced [wa:tə], i.e. /waːtə/, its occasional variants [waːtə] and [waːtə], i.e. /waːtə/, could not be derived from [waːtə], and so it is derived from [waːtə] instead, as is confirmed by its pronunciation in Ob, [waːtə]. Since /tʃ/ as well as /ʃ/ is a phoneme of English, this is still a representation entirely in terms of phonemes.

The main significance of the phoneme in lexicogrammar is that lexical entries and morphological rules alike are “spelled” in terms of phonemes. What one does not perceive, one does not represent in memory, or invent a rule for.

One does not perceive in archiphonemic terms. Such representations, where the /p/ of spin is not identified phonologically with the /p/ of pin, are easy to refute. Thus speakers say that the second sound in spin is a /p/, they write it with a p (even children who do not yet read — Read, 1975), they take it to alliterate better with /p/ as in s'pose than /b/ as in s'batchical (even though these are all pronounced with [sp]), etc. Asked to say it backwards, they say [nips] — not [nibz], and not sometimes one, sometimes the other.

Although Twaddell endorsed such representations as phonemic, in his paper on Old High German orthography he avoided the term phoneme entirely. Recall that the scribes wrote e for unlaute ted /a/, because it had merged with /e/, but u for both [u] and its umlaut [ü], because these remained a single phoneme. But by Twaddell's 1935 definition, [u] and [ü] would not have been the same phoneme: whereas [u] contrasted with [a] and [e], [ü] only contrasted with [e] in umlaut contexts, because here *[a] had merged with [e].
Such conceptions of phonology rest on criteria of distinctiveness, contrast, minimal pairs, etc., which, as Chomsky (1964) demonstrated, presuppose an analysis and therefore, as analytic criteria, are circular. For example, \textit{[kæt]} \textit{can't} is phonetically a minimal pair with \textit{[kæt]} \textit{cat}, but, as Chomsky noted, it is not analyzed as \textit{/kæt/}, but rather as \textit{/kænt/}, and this is "justified" by saying that it is a minimal pair with \textit{/kænd/} \textit{canned} instead!

But note that this is a fact not just about phonologists but about speakers. We perceive minimal pairs in phonemic, not in phonetic or morphophonemic terms. Thus \textit{[paːst]} \textit{past} vs. \textit{[paːs-d]} \textit{passed} is perceived not as a minimal pair, but as homophones, because these are phonemically \textit{/paːst/}. And two pronunciations of \textit{[paːst]} \textit{past}, one with and the other without \textit{ts} \textit{[t]}, are not perceived as homophones, despite their lexical identity, because they are phonemically \textit{/paːst/} and \textit{/paːs-t/}. It is true that judgements of same or different, or rhyme and nonrhyme, presuppose an analysis. But, for the native speaker, the analysis they presuppose is a phonemic one.

6. THE INNATENESS OF PHONOLOGICAL PERCEPTION

Let us pursue the paradox just noted to its conclusion. Unless children differ utterly from adults, they must also perceive utterances in phonemic rather than phonetic terms. And indeed, as Jakobson argued in his \textit{Kinder-sprache} (1941), this is precisely what the evidence of child language shows us. There is no evidence at all that children perceive utterances and represent them in memory in their phonetic form. But since it is only on the basis of phonetic forms that children could learn the phonological system of a language, then, as Donegan (1984) has argued, it must not be learned.

But this is precisely what is implied by the traditional view that the phonological system of a language is based on phonetically motivated substitutions, and by the view that these substitutions, if not suppressed in learning the pronunciation of a language, persist. As we saw earlier, there are phonetically motivated constraints, like those against initial \textit{[ŋ]} and final \textit{[h]}, which are not deducible from anything in the utterances of a language, and yet which, if the speaker attempts to pronounce the foreign sounds, manifest themselves in almost irresistible substitutions. Clearly, the phonological system of a language is only superficially determined by the language.

For a suggestion of how and why phonemic perception might occur in the language-innocent speaker, consider the example \textit{[kæt]} \textit{can't} again. If the child attempted to say this as \textit{/kæt/}, it would become \textit{* [kæt]} by context-free vowel denasalization. But if he attempted to say \textit{/kænt/}, it would become \textit{[kæt]} by nasalization and nasal elision (sec. 4). Denasalization will not apply here, due to an immutable law that "strengthenings" apply only before "weakenings" (Donegan and Stampe, 1979). Since nothing in English ever
requires us to overcome any of these processes, /kænt/ remains the most
natural analysis of [kæt]. In particular, denasalization remains a constraint
on vowels — not only on how we pronounce vowels, but how we perceive
them. (For additional examples of this sort, and examples showing how
phonemic and morphophonemic distinctions might be acquired without
reference to phonetic forms except in an utterance just heard and thus still
in ephemeral phonetic memory, see Donegan, 1984).

The suggestion that phonological — not morphological — perception
might be so breathtakingly simple and deterministic is supported by the ob-
servation that, while children obviously confront considerable difficulty in
overcoming phonological processes that they impose on the language they
are learning, the processes that the language would impose on them seem to
manifest themselves spontaneously. And however complex the alternations
that these processes cause in the language, children see through these to the
correct phonological representations unerringly. This suggests that the in-
nate and universal limitations of the speech capacity are rich and specific,
and that they guide the child’s perceptions even as they restrict his productions.
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